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2024-01-09Vampire: The Masquerade - Blood-Stained Love Now Out in PDF for Pre-order OwnersVampire: The Masquerade - Blood-Stained Love Now Out in PDF for Pre-order Owners
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2023-10-31Vampire: The Masquerade - Bloodlines 2 Narrative & RPG streamVampire: The Masquerade - Bloodlines 2 Narrative & RPG stream
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2023-10-30Music To Make Love To Vampires To - Clan Toreador Playlist is out now!It's time for our new playlist, filled with lo-fi, jazz and r&b mixed with classical music, with an added note of suspense.  
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Vampire: The Masquerade
A Storytelling Game of Personal and Political Horror
As a vampire, struggle for survival, supremacy, and your own fading humanity. Suffer the pangs of Hunger, while navigating undead politics and avoiding deadly hunters. Fifth Edition is a return to Vampire's original vision, moving boldly into the 21st century. 
Learn more
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Werewolf: The Apocalypse
A Storytelling Game of Environmental and Spiritual Horror
As a werewolf, build your legend, vie for renown, and fight to take back what has been lost. Join one of eleven tribes, each unique and rich with narrative depth for players to explore, and Storytellers to utilize. When will you Rage? 
Learn more
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Hunter: The Reckoning
A Storytelling Game of Desperate Measures
You saw what you shouldn’t have, the veil pulled back from the secret world and the monsters who prowl it. You grasped the extent of their influence and witnessed the corruption of the organizations formed to keep them in check. And you vowed to do something about it. Tonight, you act. It’s time for a Reckoning.
Learn more
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Get inspired with our quizzes, moodboards and free TTRPG materials.


Learn more
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Stay up to date
World of Darkness Newsletter


Sign up to get latest news from World of Darkness!
Email*


By subscribing, you agree to receive news and special offers from Paradox Interactive.
Subscribe now





Join us
World of Darkness Community 
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DiscordTalk to other community members, discuss latest products and find your new chronicle.
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Official 5th Edition Wiki Everything you need to know to get started with World of Darkness.
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World of Darkness TikTokWatch short lore bites and explore quick videos about vampires, werewolves and Hunters.
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